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Urinalysis for diaper-wearing elderly people using a combination
of cotton-based diagnostic devices and smartphone-based image
analysis
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Background: Urinary tract infection (UTI) is one of the most common bacterial infections, annually
affecting 150 million people worldwide. The highest prevalence of UTI in the overall elderly population.
However, practical problems have occurred in urine sampling in diaper-wearing elderly people. Our aim
is to develop a new type of the in-vitro diagnostic devices based on “cotton”, which allows us to detect the
nitrite concentrations in urine (i.e., biomarker for urinary tract infection). The combination of cotton-based
diagnostic device and a smartphone-based image analysis would help the healthcare people early diagnose
urinalysis-based diseases such as UTI, and improve the life quality in elderly populations around the world.
Methods: Our diagnostic device integrated into diaper is made up with three primary parts: a test
pad, a flow channel made by hydrophobic and hydrophilic cotton and plastic packaging substrates. The
smartphone-based image analysis (a specific APP) solved recording issues including variances in either light
or focal distance. The mean value was calculated and analyzed based on 8-bit grayscale using ImageJ software
and defined as 255– [experiment zone intensity].
Results: The nitrite test color changes from colorless to purple, correlating positively to concentration (from
0.156 to 5 μM) in both test paper only and test pad integrated with diaper and the mean value is calculated
and analyzed.
Conclusions: Since this device is inexpensive, portable, simple, structurally integrating with diapers and
functionally integrated with the smartphone-based application, it would have a wild range potential of
becoming a commercially viable diagnostic system, in particular, for the daily healthcare of elderly people.
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Introduction
Urinary tract infections (UTI) are one of the most
common bacterial infections, annually affecting 150
million people worldwide (1). In 2010, the direct and
indirect costs of UTI in the United States amounted to
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approximately $2.3 billion (2). The incidence of UTI in
women is far higher than in men. This can be explained by
the following two reasons: (I) the shorter female urethra
allows colonized bacteria to reach the bladder more easily;
and, (II) the female urethral opening is very close to the
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Figure 1 Schematic of a disposable diaper structure integrated with our urine test device and a cross-section of the test paper. The sample
flow direction (red line) is indicated.

rectum, which facilitates bacterial migration (3).
Despite the higher incidence among women, the
highest prevalence of UTI is actually in the overall elderly
population. UTI strongly influences not only communitydwelling older adults but also highly functionally impaired
long-term care facilities residents (4). Currently, the
diagnosis of UTI is based on the presence of clinical
symptoms in combination with positive urine culture results.
Unfortunately, the evaluation of urinary symptoms among
elderly patients is extremely challenging. First, symptoms
of UTI are highly variable in elderly adults, nonspecific to
infection. Second, practical problems have occurred in urine
sample collection, resulting in inappropriate laboratory
results interpretation (5). Furthermore, the diagnosis of
symptomatic UTI in older adults with associated disorders
such as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and stroke
is even more challenging (6). Elderly patients suffering from
functional or cognitive impairments have great difficulty
communicating localized genitourinary symptoms, which
can include dysuria, frequency, urgency, suprapubic pain, or
hematuria (3).
Given that increased age is associated with higher risk
of septic shock, there is an urgent need for a new device
for bacteriuria screening and early UTI diagnosis among
patients aged 65 years or older (7). We took the approach
of designing a device that would facilitate more timely and
appropriate antibiotic treatment that could both hasten
recovery and counter the trend toward worldwide antibiotic
resistance from therapeutic misuse. With innovations
in cellphone-based technologies during the last decade,
there are considerable advances in point-of-care testing
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(POCT) devices (8,9). In this study, our aim is to develop
an inexpensive, easy to use, rapid, and accurate cottonbased in-vitro diagnostic device (IVD) to detect nitrite
concentrations.
Methods
Cellulose-based materials (e.g., paper, cotton and
nitrocellulose) have been widely used for both qualitative
and quantitative medical diagnostics (e.g., dengue
fever and VEGF level) (10,11). Among these naturallyderived materials, cotton provides good flexibility and
biocompatibility that facilitate the creation of highly
suitable diagnostic devices.
Our diagnostic device comprises three primary parts:
(I) a test pad (Whatman chromatography paper); (II) a
flow channel made by hydrophobic and hydrophilic cotton
(Shiseido cleansing cotton); and, (III) upper and lower
plastic packaging substrate (12). Wax printing was used to
create complete hydrophobic barriers around test zones.
We attached the three part together to make the device.
The flow channel allowed fluid to pass removing impurities.
This particular urine testing device was integrated directly
into a diaper with one side facing the patients’ body,
and the reverse side adhered onto the diaper (Figure 1).
We converted the colorimetric results to 8-bit grayscale
using ImageJ software and defined color intensity as 255–
[experiment zone intensity].
Diapers are useful for sample collection in
urinalysis, especially when patients suffer from urinary
incontinence. Commonly, the urine sample is collected by
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Figure 2 Colorimetric readouts of various nitrite concentrations
in both test paper only and test pad integrated with diaper. The
colorimetric results was converted to 8-bit grayscale using ImageJ
software and the color intensity was defined as 255 – [experiment
zone intensity].

Figure 3 Colorimetric readouts by using a comparator card with
the incorporation of the smartphone-based application (APP) to
obtain more accurate results.

catheterization in these cases, contributing to pain and
sample contamination (13). By combining a diagnostic
device with a diaper, urine samples are collected
immediately, reaching test pads through capillary flow. The
entire procedure is completed in a single step.
Results
To evaluate the performance of urine test device to detect
nitrite, we spotted serially diluted nitrite onto each test
zone. The nitrite test color change was from colorless to
purple, and the colorimetric reaction was photographed
through using a smartphone camera. Figure 2 shows that
samples with different nitrite concentrations have a visually
distinguishing color intensity that correlates positively to
concentration (from 0.156 to 5 μM) in both test paper only
and test pad integrated with diaper.
We used a smartphone as a recording device to obtain
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and analyze the colorimetric-based images when the
colorimetric responses occurred in the test pad. The
red green blue (RGB) information was then provided
accordingly. As a result, we conducted the accurate color
analysis by using a comparator card with the known RGB
values. We applied our smartphone-based application (APP)
as well for timely image analysis (Figure 3). The results
became more sensitive and specific once we incorporated
the machine learning algorithm.
Discussion
Conventional methods have been widely used to detect
bacteria in urine include urine dipsticks and urine culture.
The dipsticks are economical with the minimal equipment
required; however, they require a relatively large amount
of sample (14). The urine culture is considered as a gold
standard, to provide the quantitative results but it incurs a
fair amount of cost, and time (between 24 and 48 hours).
The diagnosis and the following treatment of urinary tract
infection are delayed, leading to severe morbidity and
mortality.
In comparison to conventional diagnostic methods, our
cotton-based device features the following advantages: (I)
it detects clinical target in a single step using one device,
carrying a lower possibility of clinical sample contamination;
(II) it avoids sensitivity and precision issues encountered
by the use of unpurified samples in clinical analysis. The
design of our device uses chromatography paper and cotton
material to create a fluid channel that dilutes concentration
and filters unpurified samples before they are absorbed by
the chromatography test pad. Notably, this tool may offer
significant advantages for diagnostic testing in a variety of
arenas including rural/remote areas and long-term health
care centers. It can also be used in underdeveloped and
developing countries where electricity and laboratory
facilities are scarce.
Noting the potential for cross-communication between
detection pads designed for testing different biomarkers
and resulting interference, we used wax printing to create
complete hydrophobic barriers around test zones. We
recommend clinical trials to improve sensitivity and
specificity as well as possible design optimization that may
include the addition of other useful biomarkers.
The color-based signal of our assay can be easily
detected by either visual interpretation or smartphone
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camera (15,16). We have used this approach in a previous
study (17). Moving forward, we could optimize the APP
for more accurate timely image diagnostics. This device
could be optimized through machine learning and potential
variance issues with light and focal distance could be solved.
The combination of a cotton-based diagnostic device and
a smartphone-based APP would significantly contribute to
therapeutic advances via early diagnosis, thus improving the
quality of life among the elderly across all nations.
In addition to being used among the elderly, this device
could be used by infants and pregnant women. Recurrent
UTI among infants may be an indicator of congenital
urinary tract abnormalities. With the application of our
diagnostic device, early diagnosis and initiation of treatment
is possible, preventing future renal scarring and end-stage
renal disease. Among pregnant women, adaptive changes
in the urinary tract during pregnancy predispose them to
relatively frequent occurrence of UTIs. Moreover, pregnant
women are at higher risk of progressing to upper urinary
tract infection (e.g., pyelonephritis) from lower urinary
tract infection. UTI during pregnancy may result in severe
fetal complications, including preterm labor and low birth
weight.
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aspects of the work in ensuring that questions related
to the accuracy or integrity of any part of the work are
appropriately investigated and re-solved. In this study,
ethics committee approval and informed consent were not
considered to be necessary.
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Conclusions
The experimental results indicate that our newly developed
diagnostic tool is a useful one-step device for detecting
clinical target related to UTI. Because this device is
inexpensive, portable, and easy to use, we feel that diapers
integrated with this or a similar, optimized diagnostic tool
has great potential for development into a commercially
viable diagnostic device.
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